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Havij and other vegetables

The Persian havij translates to carrot, its wild variety, “wild” havij, to parsnip – and a colorful slang 

word. In our context it is the logo of the ITSecTeam, in Iranian based security firm.1

It was developed by a security researcher at ITSecTeam, Farshad Shahbazi, describing it as a “well 

known security tool” in his LinkedIn profile.2 Reverse engineering demonstrated Havij is “coded 

with the help of VB6”.3 

For a short description to be found on several internet sites:

“Havij is an automated SQL Injection tool that helps penetration testers to find and exploit SQL Injection 

vulnerabilities on a web page. But now it is most commonly used by hackers community […] The amazing 

thing with this tool is that you just need to click buttons to let the tool work for you and no other 

programming stuff is required. Cool one…right!”4 

Due to its user friendly GUI and its efficiency it is regarded as a useful program “especially for 

beginners”5 or amateurs. Evidently sometimes to a kind of overestimation of one's own capabilities: 

“You can become the master hacker that you always wanted to be, for free!”6 A much more down-

to-earth assessment may be:

“The traditional SQL injection method is quite difficult, but now a days there are many tools available online 

through which any script kiddie can use SQL Injection to deface a website, because of these tools websites 

have became more vulnerable to these types of attacks.”7 

1 http://itsecteam.com/ (accessed 06-22-2013).
2 http://ir.linkedin.com/pub/farshad-shahbazi/69/b11/302 (accessed 06-22-2013).
3 http://www.hackingloops.com/2013/02/source-code-of-havij-sql-injection-hack-tool.html (accessed 06-22-2013).
4 http://www.hackandsecure.com/2012/03/30/how-to-hack-using-havij/ (accessed 6-23-2013).
5 http://www.wildhacker.com/2012/05/website-hacking-how-to-hack-website.html (accessed 6-23-2013).
6 http://hackapps.net/?p=640 (accessed 6-23-2013).
7 http://www.hackyshacky.com/2013/03/Hack-Websites-Havij-SQL-Injection.html (accessed 6-23-2013).



Hackers worldwide, e.g. Hackers of Himalya8, Hacker's Club9, InconitoDuHack10, Devil's Café11, 

and others – regardless of the hats they are wearing – propagate the use of this tool at least since 

201012 . The first release was on July 4th, 2009 and ITSecTeam later offered a free version, making 

the tool popular.13

Some writers use a more comparative view of Havij. We read:

“Some of the best tools and SQL-injection tutorial as follows:

• Sqlninja- A SQL Injection Tool

• Safe3SI- Automatic SQL Injectection Tool

• SQL Power Injector- Tutorial

• Sqlmap- Automatic SQL Injection Tool

Beside these wonderful tools there is Havij also.”14

Even compared with these tools Havij is rated as “a wonderful tool”15. So it might be only slightly 

exaggerated that it is regarded by people interested in SQL injection as “the World's best SQL 

injection hack tool available in the market”.16

The cybersecurity view is – quite naturally – much more critical:

“'If you're talking about databases and the tools that are used to perform SQL injection, Havij is one of the 

most common,' says Noa Bar Yosef, senior security strategist at Imperva. […]  the tool has so completely 

captured the hearts and minds of the black hat community that groups like Anonymous frequently train their 

legions on how to wreak havoc using it, says Josh Shaul, CTO of Application Security Inc. 

'So when I sat and read chat logs from Anonymous IRC rooms where they do hacker training, the only thing 

I ever see mentioned is Havij,' Shaul says. 'The reason for that is Havij is awesome. And it's as powerful and 

easy to use as could be.'

Favored by hacktivists and financially motivated attackers alike, Havij automates bad guys' SQL injection 

attacks by automatically detecting the database behind a targeted website, detecting whether it uses a string 

or integer parameter type, and testing different injection syntaxes on the target. Unlike a lot of penetration 

8 https://www.facebook.com/HackersOfHimalyas/posts/433862246678630 (accessed 6-23-2013).
9 http://hackingzz.blogspot.co.at/2011/10/download-havij-115.html (accessed 6-23-2013).
10 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GhLV1PBPc5g (accessed 6-23-2013).
11 http://www.devilscafe.in/2011/12/free-download-havij-115-pro-final.html (accessed 6-23-2013).
12 E. g., http://www.hackguide4u.com/2010/08/advanced-sql-injection-tool-download.html (accessed 6-23-2013).
13 http://www.itsecteam.com/products/havij-v116-advanced-sql-injection/index.html (accessed 6-23-2013).
14 http://www.ehacking.net/2011/08/advance-sql-injection-tool-havij.html (accessed 6-23-2013).
15 http://www.ehacking.net/2011/08/advance-sql-injection-tool-havij.html (accessed 6-23-2013).
16 http://www.hackingloops.com/2013/02/source-code-of-havij-sql-injection-hack-tool.html (accessed 06-22-2013).

http://www.ehacking.net/2011/07/sqlninja-sql-injection-tool.html
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http://www.ehacking.net/2011/05/sql-power-injector-tutorial.html
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tools, Havij can not only point to potential vulnerabilities, it can also carry out data extraction and 

harvesting.”17 

Arab hackers are allured by Havij, too. We wind many tutorials for Havij on YouTube. E. g., by Egy 

HacKerS TeaM18, Ahmad kiswani19, GazaHackerTeam Mojahden20, zaRga amir21 or Xeon Rach22.

We see an interesting network emerging: An Iranian coding a penetration testing tool, his company 

propagating the tool by distributing a free version, downloaded worldwide, even the Havij Pro version 

cracked by some hackers, and this tool used by Arab hackers.

17 http://www.darkreading.com/database/cybercrimes-love-affair-with-havij-spell/232700449 (accessed 6-23-2013).
18 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CpuaTViVtq4 (accessed 6-23-2013).
19 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LuKqjInhFcA  (accessed 6-23-2013).
20 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qc0-1KUjALE (accessed 6-23-2013).
21 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdd_kx-LxLc (accessed 6-23-2013).
22 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U2q0p8Pm8dU (accessed 6-23-2013).


